Lin Jaldati was a Dutch Jewish Communist performer who debuted on the Amsterdam cabaret scene in the 1930s. Yiddishkayt is proud to help present *Art Is My Weapon*, a multimedia spectacle that you can follow here or see live. Two parts passionate music, one part stunning images, one part inspiring story, *Art Is My Weapon* tells the life and work of this remarkable performer.

Lin Jaldati, the stage name of Rebekka Brilleslijper, survived most of the war in the Dutch Underground only to be finally betrayed and deported to Auschwitz. After liberation, she moved to the German Democratic Republic with her husband, the German pianist and musicologist Eberhard Rebling.

After their move, the couple helped build an East German socialist phoenix rising from Nazism’s ashes through music. Jaldati’s work reminds us of the central role Yiddish played in memorializing the Holocaust and in envisioning a more peaceful future in Germany, Europe, and around the world.

https://yiddishkayt.org/art-is-my-weapon/
In the aftermath of the Second World War, as a Nazi death camp survivor and postwar immigrant to the German Democratic Republic, she became a global Yiddish singing sensation.
JALDATI WAS A KEY PLAYER IN SHAPING HOLOCAUST MEMORY IN EAST GERMANY, WHERE SOVIET-INSPIRED CULTURAL POLITICS ABOUT WAR COMMEMORATION INTERSECTED WITH GERMANY’S ROLE AS THE PERPETRATOR OF WAR CRIMES. JALDATI’S YIDDISH MUSIC SITS AT THAT JUNCTION.

Based on his groundbreaking research in archives on three continents, historian David Shneer and musician Jewlia Eisenberg have transformed the story of Lin Jaldati into a new, 70-minute mixed media project currently traveling the globe in the footsteps of Jaldati’s own tours. They bring Jaldati to life through a compelling narrative, rare photographs, archival footage, as well as live performances of her repertoire, including Yiddish songs she originally sang for Holocaust survivors in DP camps, peasants in Indonesia, factory workers in North Korea.
THIS ONLINE EXHIBITION IS SUPPORTED, IN PART, BY THE LOS ANGELES COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS THROUGH THE LOS ANGELES COUNTY ARTS COMMISSION. ADDITIONALLY THIS PROJECT, ALONG WITH OTHER YIDDISHKAYT DIGITAL ARTS INITIATIVES, ARE MADE POSSIBLE IN PART BY A GRANT FROM THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES, DEPARTMENT OF CULTURAL AFFAIRS.

DAVID SHNEER IS THE LOUIS P. SINGER CHAIR IN HISTORY AT THE UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO BOULDER. A SPECIALIST IN TWENTIETH CENTURY JEWISH CULTURE, HIS SCHOLARSHIP MOVES OFF THE PAGE AND INTO LIFE THROUGH CURATED EXHIBITS AND LIVE PERFORMANCE.

JEWLIA EISENBerg IS THE FRONTWOMAN OF SAN FRANCISCO-BASED CHARMING HOSTESS. HER MUSIC BRINGS THE PHYSICAL AND INTELLECTUAL TOGETHER, SPANNING THE SPECTRUM FROM VOCAL PERCUSSION AND SEX-BREATH, TO DEALING WITH GENOCIDE THROUGH SONG.